
Client Questionnaire

1)   Date and time of performance?                               _________________________________________________

2)   How many musicians? Solo, Duo, Trio, Quartet?   _________________________________________________

3)   What is the purpose of this event?                          _________________________________________________
      (Wedding, corporate party, retirement party, etc.)

4)   What style of performance would you prefer?         _________________________________________________
      (50% upbeat - 50% ballads/mid-tempo, mostly 
      mellow/laid back background music, etc.)

5)   Where will the event take place and what will my    ________________________________________________
      travel distance be from Austin? (<90, >90, or >180 miles)
      (Refer to rates sheet at www.jeremymcbeemusic.com/info) 

6)   Do you need amplification for speakers at event?   ________________________________________________
      (Wireless mics for officiant, bride/groom, speeches, etc.)

7)   Do you have any specific songs that you would      ________________________________________________
       like me to learn for your event that are not already
       in my repertoire? ($25 per song request for sheet
       music expenses and time)

8)   Do you want to hand pick songs from my               _________________________________________________
      repertoire (found at www.jeremymcbeemusic.com/info)
      and form your own setlist for me to perform at 
      your event for no additional charge?

9)    Attire for event?                                                       _________________________________________________

10)  How long do you want performance to last and     _________________________________________________
        during what parts of the event would you like me
        to perform? (Ceremony, Cocktail, etc.)

11)   Where specifically will I be performing at venue? _________________________________________________

12)   Will a sound system and/or piano be provided     _________________________________________________
        at venue or will I need to provide my own 
        keyboard and sound equipment for no additional charge?
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13)   Will there be an electrical outlet within reach of   _________________________________________________
         where I'll be performing or will I need an 
         extension cord/s?

14)   Would you like me to stop performing during       _________________________________________________
        specific parts of the event or would you like me
        to perform straight through the entire event?

15)   Would you like me to play recorded music           _________________________________________________
        through speakers during these breaks?

16)  How many people are you expecting for this       _________________________________________________
       event? (For volume purposes)

17)  What is the expected age range of your guests? _________________________________________________

18)  In case of inclement weather, is there                  _________________________________________________
       a backup location to move indoors during
       this event? (For outdoor events only)

19)  Who will be my point of contact for this event?    _________________________________________________

20)  Special directions for unloading/parking?            _________________________________________________

21)  Where did you hear about my services?             _________________________________________________
       (Word of mouth, internet, etc.)

After answering and reviewing this information, if you would like to have a one-on-one consultation either over the

phone or in person feel free to call/text me at (615) 330-0346 or email me at booking@jeremymcbeemusic.com 

Thank you and I look forward to working with you in the near future!

- Jeremy McBee 
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